Once the product is removed from the box lay out all the parts in an organized manner. Next, remove the protective covering on the windshield surface.

**Picture A:** Notice the small aluminum brackets that are bent at a 90 degree angle. At the 90 degree you will need to bend outward to 78 degrees (B). Connect the bracket under the dash rubber runner and rotate it forward (some force required).

**Picture C:** Install the side plastic windshield keeper by starting at the bottom and pushing the piece in place going upward. Once both keepers are in place, install the assembly to the cart frame work. Again, start at the bottom and make sure the bottom of the windshield is inserted into the aluminum brackets. Now work your way up until the keepers have clamped into place on the cart frame work (D).

Now, install the upper windshield keepers into place to line up with the top part of the windshield (E).

Questions; please call us at 888-444-9994 Ext.603